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Numeracy Recommendations 

 

Number Range:1-20 – No resources required  
 

1     Copying and Saying Short Forward Number Word Sequences 

 

 I’m going to count from one to three, and I want you to say it after me. Ready; one, 
two, three. Again; one, two, three. 

 Now, I’m going to count from four to six, and I want you to say it after me. Ready; 
four, five, six. Again; four, five, six. 

 Similarly for the number words from seven to ten. 
 I’m going to count from one to five, and I want you to say it after me. Ready; one, 

two, ... five. Again; one, two, ... five.  
 Similarly for the number words from six to ten. 
 This time, you count from one to five by yourself. 
 Similarly, six to ten, one to ten. 
 Extend to FNWSs in the range one to 20. 

 

    2.      Copying and Saying Short Backward Number Word Sequences 

 

 I’m going to count backwards from three, and I want you to say it after me. Ready; 
three, two, one. 

 Now I’m going to count backwards from six, and I want you to say it after me. Ready; 
six, five, four. 

 Now I’m going to count backwards from ten, and I want you to say it after me. 
Ready; ten, nine, eight. 

 Similarly four to one, and eight to five, ten to seven. 
 This time, you count from five back to one by yourself. 
 Similarly, eight to three, ten to five, ten to one. 

 

3.  Saying Alternate Number Words Forwards and Backwards 

 

 Let’s take turns to say the numbers. I will say one, then you say two, then when I say 
three, then you say four, and we will keep going like that. Ready, one, (two), three, 
(four), ... 
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 This time you start with one. Ready, (one), two, (three), four, ... 
 Let’s try that again backwards. Let’s go backwards from six. I’ll start off. Ready, six, 

(five), four, ... 
 This time we will go backwards and you can start from eight. Ready, (eight), seven, 

(six), ... 
 Similarly with FNWSs to twenty and BNWSs to ten. 

 

4. Saying the Next Number Word Forwards 

 

 I’m going to count, and I want you to say the next number after I stop. Ready, one, 
two, three, four, ----. Five, six, seven, eight ----. 

 I’m going to count, and I want you to say the next number after I stop. Ready, one, 
two, ----. Five, six, ----. Eight, nine, ----. 

 Extend to number words in the range of 11 to 20. 
 

 

 

5. Saying the Next Number Word Backwards 

 I’m going to count backwards, and I want you to say the next number backwards, 
after I stop. Ready, four, three, two, ----. Seven, six, five ----. 

 I’m going to count backwards, and I want you to say the next number backwards, 
after I stop. Ready, five, four ----. Eight, seven, ----. Nine, eight, ----. 

 

6. Saying the Number Word After 

 I’m going to say a number and I want you to say the number just after the one I say. 
Ready, seven! Four! Eight! 

 Extend to number words in the range 11 to 20. 
 

7. Saying the Number Word Before 

 I’m going to say a number and I want you to say the number before the one I say. 
Ready, four! Ten! Three! 

 

Number Range:1-30 No Resources Required  
 

1. Saying Short Forward Number Word Sequences 

 Start from six and count up to 10. Now start from 8 and count up to 15. 
 Start from 20 and count up to 25. 
 Similarly, 18 to 24, 22 to 30, and so on. 

 

2. Saying Short Backward Number Word Sequences 

 Start from 10 and count back to 7. Now start from 12 and count back to 8. 
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 Start from 20 and count back to 16. 
 Similarly, 24 back to 20, 30 back to 26, and so on. 

 

3. Saying Alternate Number Words Forwards and Backwards 

 Let’s take turns to say the numbers. I will say one, then you will say two, then I will 
say three, then you say four, and we will keep going like that, Ready, one, (two), 
three, (four), ... Continue to about twenty. 

 This time you start with one. Ready, (one), two, (three), four, ... to about twenty. 
 This time you start from ten. Ready, (ten), eleven, (twelve), thirteen, ... Continue into 

thirties. 
 Let’s try that going backwards, Let’s go backwards from twelve. I’ll start off. Ready, 

twelve, (eleven), ten, ... 
 This time we will go backwards and you can start from thirty. Ready, (thirty), twenty-

nine, (twenty-eight), ... 
 Similarly with other FNWSs and BNWSs into the thirties. 

 

4.  Saying the Next One, Two or Three Number Words Forwards 

 I’m going to count from a number, and I want you to say the next number after I 
stop. Ready, ten, eleven, twelve ----. Ready, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-
one,  ----. 

 I’m going to count from a number, and I want you to say the next two numbers after 
I stop. Ready ten, eleven, twelve ----. Ready eighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-
one,  ----. 

 I’m going to count from a number, and I want you to say the next three numbers 
after I stop. Ready, one, two, three, four, ----. Ready, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, ----. 
Ready twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three ----. 

 

5. Saying the Next One, Two, or Three Number Words Backwards 

 I’m going to count backwards, and I want you to say the next number backwards, 
after I stop. Ready, twelve eleven, ten, ----. Ready eighteen, seventeen, sixteen, ----. 
Ready thirty, twenty-nine, twenty-eight, ----. 

 I’m going to count backwards, and I want you to say the next two numbers 
backwards, after I stop. Ready, eleven, ten, nine, ----. Ready, eighteen, seventeen, 
sixteen, ----. Ready, twenty-six, twenty-five, twenty-four, ----. 

 I’m going to count backwards, and I want you to say the next three numbers 
backwards, after I stop. Ready, ten, nine, eight, seven ----. Ready, twenty, nineteen, 
eighteen, ----. Ready, twenty-four, twenty-three, twenty-two twenty-one, ----. 

 

6.  Saying the Number Word After 

 I’m going to say a number and I want you to say a number just after the one I say. 
Ready, Seven! Four! Eight! 

 Use number words in range 1 to 30. 
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7. Saying the Number Word Before 

 I’m going to say a number and I want you to say the number before the one I say. 
Ready, Four! Ten! Three! 

 Use the number words in the range 1 to 30. 
 

Number Range:1-100 No Resources Required  
 

 Saying Short Forward Number Word Sequences 

 Start from 28 and count up to 34. Now start from 44 and count up to 52. 
 Similarly, 65 to 73, 88 to 96, and so on. 

 

 Saying Short Backward Number Word Sequences 

 Start from 33 and count back to 26. Now start from 48 and count back to 35. 
 Similarly, 52 back to 47, 85 back to 77, 94 back to 86, and so on. 

 

Saying One, Two or Three Numbers After a Given Number 

 I’m going to say a number and I want you to say the next number after the number I 
say. What comes after 7, after 12, after 19, after 50, after 77, and so on. 

 This time say the next two numbers after the number I say. What are the next two 
numbers after 8, after 35, and so on. 

 This time say the next three numbers after the number I say. What are the next three 
numbers after 11, after 49, and so on. 

 

 Saying One, Two or Three Numbers Before a Given Number 

 I’m going to say a number and I want you to say the number before the number I say. 
What comes before 10, before 21, before 28, before 40, before 66, before 88, before 
92, and so on. 

 This time say the next two numbers before the number I say. What are the two 
numbers before 6, before 31, and so on. 

 This time say the next three numbers before the number I say. What are the three 
numbers before 16, before 41, and so on. 

 

 Counting the Number of Jumps Forwards from a to b 

 I’m going to count the number of jumps from one number to another. How many 
jumps from 6 to 8? Six-, seven-, eight- two jumps. Now you count the number of 
jumps from 4 to 6. 

 Similarly from 10 to 12, from 16 to 19, from 22 to 25, 59 to 63, 87 to 92, and so on. 
 

 Counting the Number of Jumps Backwards from b to a 

 I’m going to count the number of jumps from one number back to another. How 
many jumps from 10 back to 7? Ten-, nine-, eight-, seven, - three jumps. Now you 
count the number of jumps from 12 back to 10. 
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 Similarly from 18 back to 15, from 30 back to 26, 63 back to 58, 71 back to 67, 95 
back to 92. 

 

 

Forwards (FNWS) and Backwards (BNWS)  Using the Sequence of Decade 
Numbers from 10 to 100. Going forward there are some resources required, 
the children could be involved in making these resources which will make the 
activities more meaningful for them.  
 

 I’m going to count by tens to 100. Ready 10, 20 ... 100. Now you count by tens. 
 This time I’m going to count backwards by tens from 100.  Ready 100, 90 ... 10. Now 

you count backwards by tens. 
 This time start from 50 and count forwards by tens. From 80 and so on. 
 Now start from 60 and count backwards by tens. From 40 and so on. 
 This time start from 30 and count forwards 3 tens. From 60 and count forwards 3 

tens and so on. 
 This time start from 70 and count backwards 1 ten. From 50 and count backwards 2 

ten and so on. 
 

 FNWSs by 2’s, from 2 

 Count with me from 1. We’ll take turns to say a number. I’ll say 1, you say 2, I’ll say 3, 
you say 4 and so on. Ready, 1, 3, ... 19. 

 This time, I’ll say my number very softly, and you say your number very loudly. Ready, 
1, 3, ... 19. 

 This time when it is my turn I will nod but I won’t say my number. Ready. Nod to 
indicate start and continue nodding after each count. 

 That’s called counting by twos. Count by twos again. Read, go! 
 

 FNWSs and BNWSs by 2s 

 This time I am going to use the 2-dot cards. Count by twos as I move the cards. 
Ready, go! Move the 2-dot cards slowly, one at a time (from 2 to 10). 

 This time I’m going to take the cards away. Count backwards by twos as I take the 
cards away. Ready, go! Remove the 2-dot cards slowly one at a time (from 10 to 2). 

 Now count backwards by twos from ten, without the cards. Ready, go! 
 This time, count forwards by twos to 20. Ready, go! Now count backwards by twos 

from 20. Ready, go! 
 

2 dot cards – cut out and use for this game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FNWSs by 10s, from 10  
( you could use a bundle of cubes, lollipop sticks, links, Starburst Sweets and 
Chewits are sold in tens)  
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 I am going to put out the bundles of ten one at a time. Count by tens as I put out the 
bundle (10, 20, ... 100). 

 This time, count by tens without the bundles. Ready, go! 
 

 FNWSs and BNWSs by 10s 

 I am going to put out the bundles of ten one at a time. Count by tens as I put out the 
bundles. (10, 20 ... 100). 

 This time, count backwards by tens from 100, as I remove the bundles. Ready, go! 
(10, 20, ... 50, 50 , 40, ... 10). 

 This time count forwards and backwards by tens to 100 without the bundles. Ready, 
go! (10, 20, ... 100, 100, 90, ... 10). 

 

 

 FNWSs by 5s, from 5 

 I am going to put out the 5-dot cards. Each time I put out a 5-dot card, you tell me 
how many dots altogether. Put out one 5-dot card. Okay, how many dots? Put out a 
second 5-dot card. How many dots now? Continue to six 5-dot cards. 

 That’s called counting to 30 by fives. Ready, count by fives while I move the 5-dot 
cards. 

 This time count to 30 by fives without the cards. Ready, go! 
 This time count to 50 by fives. Ready, go! 
 This time, try to count to 100 by fives. 

5 dot cards: Cut out for this activity  

 

 
 FNW5s and BNWSs by 5s 

 I am going to use the 5-dot cards. Count by fives as I move the cards. Ready, go! 
Move the 5-dot cards slowly, one at a time (from 5 to 30). 

 This time, I’m going to take the cards away. Count backwards by fives as I take the 
cards away. Ready, go! Remove the 5-dot cards slowly one at a time (from 30 to 5). 

 Now count backwards by fives from 30, without the cards. Ready, go! 
 This time, count forwards by fives to 50. Ready, go! Now count backwards by fives 

from 50. Ready, go! 
 This time, count forwards by fives to 100. Ready, go! Now count backwards by fives 

from 100. Ready, go! 
 

FNWSs by 3s, from 3, and by 4s, from 4 
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3 and 4 dot cards  
 

    
 I am going to put out 3-dot cards. Each time I put out a 3-dot card, you tell me how 

many dots altogether. Put out one 3-dot card. Okay, how many dots? Put out a 
second 3-dot card. How many dots now? Continue to four 3-dot cards. 

 That’s called counting to twelve by 3s. Ready, count by threes while I move the 3-dot 
cards. 

 This time count to twelve by 3s without the cards. Ready, go! 
 This time count to eighteen by 3s. Ready, go! 
 This time, try to count to thirty by 3s. 
 Similarly to 40 by 4s with and without using 4-dot cards. 

 

 

 

 FNWSs and BNWSs by 3s and by 4s 

 I am going to use the 3-dot cards. Count by threes as I move the cards. Ready, go! 
Move the 3-dot cards slowly, one at a time (from 3 to 12). 

 This time, I’m going to take the cards away. Count backwards by threes as I take the 
cards away. Ready, go! Remove the 3-dot cards slowly one at a time (from 12 to 3). 

 Now count backwards by threes from 12, without the cards. Ready, go! 
 This time, count forwards by threes to 18. Ready, go! Now count backwards by threes 

from 18. Ready, go! 
 This time, count forwards by threes to 30. Ready, go! Now count backwards by threes 

from 30. Ready, go! 
 Similarly forwards and backwards to 40s by 4s. 

 
 

 Counting by 10s off the Decade 
 
10 strip  
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 Place out three 10-strips. How many dots are there? Place out a 3-strip. How many 
dots are there now? Now I am going to put out another ten. How many dots are 
there now? And another ten. How man now? And so on. 

 Place out nine 10-strips and 3 ones. There are nine tens and three ones. How many 
dots altogether? Remove one 10-strip. Now how many dots are there? Remove 
another 10-strip. Now how many dots are there? (93, 83, ... 3). 

 Place out three 10-strips and a 3-strip. How many dots are there? Place a screen over 
the strips and place a 10-strip beside the screen. Here is another ten, how many is 
that altogether? Place out another 10-strip. How many now? (33, 43, ... 93). 

 Remove the screen and put all of the strips together. Cover the nine 10-strips and 
the 3-strip. Remove the display one 10-strip. There were 93 dots, and I’ve taken 
away one ten. How many dots are there now? Remove and display another 10-strip. 
How many dots are there now? (93, 83, ... 3). 

 

 Counting by 100s to 1’000 

 Place out one 100-square. How many dots are there? Place out another 100-square. 
How many dots are there now? (100, 200, ... 1’000) 

 Now I’m going to take one 100-square away. Remove one 100-square. How many 
dots are there now? Remove another 100-square. How many dots are there now? 
(900, 800, ... 0). 

 Place out one 100-square and screen it. How many dots are under the screen? Place 
another 100-square under the screen. How many dots are under the screen now? 
(100, 200, 1’000). 

 Place out ten 100-squares. How many dots are there? Place a screen over the ten 
100- squares. Now I’m going to take one 100-square away. Remove one 100-square. 
How many dots are there now? Remove another 100-square. How many dots are 
there now? (900, 800, ... 0). 

 

 Counting by 10s beyond 100 

 Place out one 100-square. How many dots are there? Place out one 10-strip. How 
many dots are there now? Place out another 10-strip. How many dots are there now? 
(100, 110, ... 200). 

 Now I’m going to take one 10-strip away. Remove one 10-strip. How many dots are 
there now? Remove another 10-strip. How many dots are there now? (190, 180, ... 
100). 

 Place out three 100-squares. How many dots are there? Place out one 10-strip. How 
many dots are there now? (300, 310, ... 400). 

 Now I’m going to take one 10-strip away. Remove one 10-strip. How many dots are 
there now? Remove another 10-strip. How many dots are there now? (390, 380, ... 
300). 

 Place out six 100-squares. How many dots are there? Place a screen over the six 100-
squares. Place out one 10-strip and then place it under the screen. How many dots 
are there now? (600, 610, ... 700). 

 Now I’m going to take one 10-strip away. Remove and display one 10-strip. How 
many dots are there now? Remove and display another 10-strip. How many dots are 
there now? (690, 680, ... 600). 
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 Counting by 100s of the 100 

 Place out one 100-square and two 10-strips. How many dots are there? Place out 
another 100-square. How many dots are there now? (120, 220, ... 920). 

 Remove one 100-square. How many dots are there now? Remove another 100-
square. How many dots are there now? (820, 720, ... 20). 

 Place out five 10-strips. How many dots are there? Place a screen over the five 10-
strips. Place out a 100-square and then place it under the screen. How many dots are 
there now? Place out another 100-square and then place it under the screen. How 
many dots are there now? (50, 150, ... 950). 

 Place out nine 100-strips and seven 10-strips. How many dots are there? Place a 
screen or the squares and strips, and then remove one 100-square. How many dots 
are there now? Remove another 100-square. How many dots are there now? (970, 
870, ... 70). 

 

 Counting by 100s off the Hundred and off the Decade 

 Place out three 10-strips and a 2-strip. How many dots are there? Place a screen over 
the strips. Place out a 100-square and then place it under the screen. How many 
dots are there now? Place out another 100-square and then place it under the 
screen. How many dots are there now? (32, 132, 232, ... 932). 

 Place out nine 100-squares, eight 10-strips, and a 1-strip. How many dots are there? 
Place a screen over the squares and strips, and then remove one 100-square. How 
many dots are there now? Remove another 100-square. How many dots are there 
now? (981, 881, ... 81). 

 

 Counting by 10s beyond 100 off the Decade. 
 Place out one 100-square, two 10-strips, and an 8-strip. How many dots are there? 

Place a screen over the dots and place another 10-strip under the screen. Here is 
another ten, how many is that altogether? Place another 10-strip under the screen. 
How many now? (128, 138, ... 308). 

 Place out nine 100-squares, five 10-strips, and a 4-strip. How many dots are there? 
Place a screen over the dots and remove one 10-strip from under the screen. I have 
taken away ten, how many are left? Remove another 10-strip from under the screen. 
How many are left now? (954, 944, ... 794). 


